ROD DISENGAGEMENT PROCEDURES:

1. AFTER BALANCE HAS BEEN MOUNTED IN JAMB CHANNEL, ENGAGE TENSIONING TOOL WITH THE LOWER ROLL PIN ON THE ROD.

2. DISENGAGE ROD FROM PRETENSION ANCHOR BY SIMULTANEOUSLY PULLING AND SLIGHTLY ROTATING THE TENSIONING TOOL CLOCKWISE (WHEN VIEWED FROM THE ROD ROLL PIN TOWARDS THE BALANCE MOUNTING HOLE).

3. EXTEND ROD.

CAUTION:

1. AFTER ROD DISENGAGEMENT, TOOL WILL WANT TO ROTATE IN A COUNTER CLOCKWISE DIRECTION (WHEN VIEWED FROM THE ROD ROLL PIN TOWARDS THE BALANCE MOUNTING HOLE). **DO NOT ALLOW TURNS TO BE LOST.**

2. MAKE SURE NOT TO BEND SPIRAL ROD DURING INSTALLATION OR REMOVAL.